About Ascendify
Ascendify is looking for an entry level Backend Engineer to join our rapidly growing company at a very early stage. Ascendify is leading innovation in the Human Resources industry - we’re radically changing the way that companies connect with top talent. We’re a small, world-class agile team and we’ll expect you to be at top of your game. Ascendify is located right in the heart of the Financial District, just steps away from the BART/Muni stations and everything the Financial District has to offer.

Title: Entry Level Backend Engineer

JOB DESCRIPTION
The Backend Engineer is an entry level position on the engineering team. You will work with a Sr. Backend Engineer to build new and maintain existing projects. You must be capable of working in a fast-paced, rapidly changing environment, be self-motivated, results-driven and detail-oriented to achieve success.

Responsibilities:

• Write high-performance, reusable, modular code along with automated unit tests
• Create new functions and features to improve the Ascendify product

Qualifications:

• Required experience working with a scripting language; Python, PHP or Ruby
• Experience working with an Object Oriented language
• SQL experience
• Extraordinary communication skills.

Preferences

• B.S. in Computer Sciences or related discipline

Benefits

• Competitive Salary
• Health and dental insurance
• Profit Sharing
• Stock Options
• Paid Vacation